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THE FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
PROJECTILE POINT AND ARMOR TECHNOLOGIES
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ABSTRACT

Traditional bow, arrow, projectile and armor technologies of the Northwest
Coast of North America were identified. Reproductions of these weapons
were used to measure the ability of different point styles to penetrate various
types of armor. Although chipped stone, ground slate, and bone projectiles
revealed an increase in penetration capacity, respectively, they also showed a
collateral decrease in durability. While hide, wood, and stone-covered armor
reflected an increasing resistance to puncture, they also evidenced a potential
decrease in maneuverability. These results suggest that the rising prevalence
of highly effective bone points after 400 A.D., as opposed to
contemporaneous subsistence technologies that are normally characterized
by more durable ground slate artifacts, are indicative of increasing hostilities
during the Late Phase. This data helps to discriminate between subsistence
and warfare technologies, supporting theories that attribute a more active
casual role to conflict during the rise of social complexity.

INTRODUCTION

Contemporary peoples of the Northwest Coast of North America present a cul-
tural history whose genesis may have begun as early as 5,000 years ago. This fact
has attracted both archaeologists and ethnologists, as they sought to identify the
developmental trajectory of these societies and understand the rational behind
human behavior. In doing so, their attention has routinely focused upon issues
relating to subsistence procurement, social organization, and warfare.
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This article will focus on the latter topic, emphasizing that to understand con-
flict as a social force we must first comprehend warfare as a physical act. After
describing the study’s setting and discussing the origins of Northwest Coast
socio-political complexity, I will present data obtained during ethnoarchaeo-
logical experiments measuring the potential for different projectile points to
penetrate traditional forms of armor. These results will be used to question theo-
ries that credit the lethality of bow and arrow tactics with driving Late Phase
societies toward circumscription, nucleation, and stratification.

SOCIAL AND ECOLOGICAL SETTINGS

The Northwest Coast presents an extremely diverse ecological setting. Follow-
ing stabilization of the coastline between 4,000 to 5,000 B.C. (Fladmark, 1975), the
physical terrain has been characterized by vast salt water bodies, large river del-
tas, island channels, fresh water tributaries, marshes, hills, valleys, and even snow
covered mountains (Suttles, 1987:31). During the nineteenth century, this envi-
ronment harbored fifty types of usable plants, seventeen terrestrial mammals, and
thirty-six varieties of fish, mussels, and sea mammals (Eells, 1985:50-61). This
may reflect environmental conditions reaching as far back as 3,000 B.C. (Murray,
1982:67).

Ethnographic studies have identified seven major linguistic groups inhabiting
the coastal region extending from Northwestern California to Southwestern
Alaska (Ferguson, 1984:267). As illustrated in Figure 1, these larger cultural divi-
sions include the Tlingit, Haida, Tsimshian, Bella Coola, Kwakiutl, Nootka, and
Salish. Farther inland, upon the British Columbia Plateau, the Lillooet, Thomp-
son, and Shuswap represent interior groups of the Fraser River region (Hayden,
1992:23). In each case, these groups may also be considered in terms of clan, vil-
lage, and regional affiliations.

While the Northwest Coast possessed its own Paleo-Indian (Paleo-marine)
adaptation, it wasn’t until after the Lithic period (ca. 7,000 to 5,000 B.C.) and well
into a poorly defined transition phase (ca. 6,500 to 1,300 B.C.), that Maritime sub-
sistence strategies begin to suggest any degree of cultural continuity between the
modern historic groups and their predecessors. Some investigators highlight the
addition of a few nondescript ground stone implements and small shell middens,
occurring between 3,000 and 2,100 B.C., as indicators of the reorientation toward
marine exploitation that is traditionally employed to characterize the NW Coast
cultures (Murray, 1982:22). However, such inferences tend to ignore the contin-
ued preponderance of chipped stone artifacts and are based on relatively limited
archaeological evidence.

Most researchers forestall acknowledging Maritime socio-technological conti-
nuity until the Middle Phase, circa 1500 B.C. to 500 A.D. (Burley, 1989; Maschner,
1991). Artifacts representing this period include fish weirs, large shell middens,
cod and herring remains, an increased presence of ground stone implements,
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unilaterally barbed antler harpoons, labrets, red ochre pigment balls, shaman mir-
rors, and a burial complex evidencing both the differential distribution of grave
goods and violence (Burley, 1989; MacDonald and Inglis, 1981).

However, it wasn’t until the Late Phase, circa 400 to 1800 A.D., that large vil-
lages and defensive works appear to have simultaneously developed (Maschner,
1991:928; 1994:15). During this final era “there are few differences between the
[prehistoric and proto-historic] components in either diagnostic specimens or
general content” (Burley, 1989:40, 47). Prehistoric trends evidenced by the sur-
viving material culture include a continued focus on ground slate points and
knives, a rise in the volume of salmon remains, inclusion of compound toggling
harpoon valves, barbed bone points, copper implements, and a significant
decrease in personal adornment items (Murray, 1982; Maschner, 1991:928). The
excavated remains of proto-historic dwellings indicate plank long houses capable
of sheltering approximately seventy individuals (Ames, 1992), although there
appears to have been a significant size disparity between different lineages
(Maschner, 1991:928).

When describing this latter stage of occupation, ethnologists and archaeolo-
gists have generally adopted a structural-functionalist stance and focused on three
specific socio-cultural attributes: subsistence procurement activities; social
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Figure 1. Linguistic territories of the Northwest Coast.



structure and organization; and warfare. First, the superabundance of terrestrial
and marine resources allowed one of the more dense prehistoric populations to
maintain a seasonally sedentary, hunting and gathering lifestyle. Because local
natural resources were circumscribed by spatial and temporal factors, the seasonal
round was manifested as a choreographed quartering of annual subsistence
activities. During the spring, extended families split into smaller units to pursue
shellfish, cod, seals, sea lions, and camas roots. As summer approached, the fami-
lies reunited at prime sockeye grounds for corporate fishing, hunting terrestrial
mammals, and gathering plants. In the fall the large groups moved to chum fish-
ing sites. Finally, during the winter ceremonial season, people nucleated at major
villages according to their lineage affiliation. These activities generally involved
annual movements exceeding 500 miles (Burley, 1989:47).

Second, this superabundance is credited with allowing the indigenous peoples
to maintain the highest level of social complexity recorded among hunters and
gatherers (Suttles, 1987:45). Society along the NW Coast was horizontally seg-
mented into clans organized around bilateral kinship and patrilocal residency
rules. Clans were also stratified into three socially ascribed classes: slaves, com-
moners, and the upper class (Suttles, 1987:16-17).

Because minor spatio-temporal fluctuations could drastically alter resource
availability, the potential for episodes of scarcity prompted a synthesis of social
and economics systems into the main avenue of prestige acquisition. As Wayne
Suttles (1987:15-25) explains, while the lower class had no access to prime
resource centers, the upper class possessed the hereditary right to govern both har-
vest and distribution activities. Redistribution and exchange between kin
relations, especially through such activities as the potlatch, allowed families to
transform surplus food into items of material wealth that could be stored for
re-exchange during periods of low food productivity. In such a resource rich envi-
ronment the exchange system was maintained at the wealth acquisition stage, by
limiting prestige acquisition to the redistribution of wealth.

Finally, warfare is believed to have been endemic. Stereotypical ethnographic
records suggest that offended individuals would recruit relatives from surround-
ing villages during the early spring or late summer, organizing hostilities around
subsistence activities, and then conduct surprise amphibious raids against the
enemy. Oral accounts indicate that in addition to operational strategies involving
complex maneuvers employing multiple elements and as many as 300 warriors
(Lowrey, 1994), the main body of the invading force may have also been parti-
tioned according to a tactical division of labor (Teit, 1975a:268). The attack was
led by an initial assault element armed with spears. This was followed by a second
wave, armed with knives, clubs, and tomahawks, who exploited any breech in the
enemy’s defenses. Finally, warriors armed with bows and arrows provided sup-
porting fires. Reprisals during these cases of high intensity conflict are reported
to have focused upon the erasure of an enemy culture. However, despite the prev-
alence of this motif in oral accounts, chance encounters between relatively small
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parties of collectors appear to have been a more common form of low intensity
conflict (Lowrey, 1994).

While potential explanations for the frequency and intensity of NW Coast war-
fare include slaving, wife capture, collection of trophy heads, revenge, plunder,
and trade rights, most attention has been focused on the acquisition of natural
resources and prestige. On one hand, Swadish (1948) and Ferguson (1984) have
emphasized the variability of resource availability and see competition for the
most productive fisheries as a primary motive. On the other hand, Codere (1950)
sees warfare as a non-violent ritual endeavor designed to maintain social prestige.
In both cases, amassing material items was a secondary concern. While these gen-
eral explanations may indeed be valid, if not interconnected, it is prudent to leave
room for a multiplicity of situationally dependent factors that may more specifi-
cally influence why individuals choose to go to war (Lewis, 1981:208).

THEORY

Recent archaeological investigations have assigned a more active casual role to
warfare during development of the Late Phase complex societies. Beginning with
adoption of the bow and arrow around 500 A.D. (Blitz, 1988:130), there appears to
be a collateral rise in both the intensity and frequency of warfare (Maschner,
1991:932; Moss and Erlandson, 1992:83). Potentially interrelated developments
also occurring at this time include the nucleation of people around fortified vil-
lages (Moss and Erlandson, 1992:83) and a shift from abundant local resources to
more distant items that are readily stored (Maschner, 1991:929-931).

One theory, focusing on the increased lethality of warfare presented by bow and
arrow technology, suggests that a pivotal transformation occurred in the traditional
mode of competition because warriors could now launch more projectiles with
greater accuracy (Blitz, 1988:133-134). It has been subsequently proposed that
increasing insecurity led to social and environmental circumscription and, conse-
quently, increasing social complexity (Maschner, 1991:931). In this case, the
intensification of warfare and a rise in tactical complexity would have necessitated
the horizontal segmentation of military forces, facilitating the development of
simultaneous hierarchies which would have provided an organizational template
necessary for the rising elite to effect greater social control (Lowrey, 1994:33).

Unfortunately, this scenario has several potential problems. First, there is no
clear evidence that the bow and arrow actually preceded Late Phase social nucle-
ation. Second, archaeological remains illustrate that violent close combat was
occurring in a village setting during the preceding Middle Phase. Third, ethno-
graphic data suggest that the bow and arrow were not necessarily as effective as
popularly believed. Not only did Haida hunting parties relegate the bow to a sup-
portive role (Niblack, 1970), Kwakiutl warriors actually preferred to use the lance
and sling in combat (Boas, 1966). Additionally, clubs, spears, and daggers were
not displaced, but survived into the historic period. Finally, historic accounts
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describe armor that was capable of deflecting Russian musket balls, much less
arrows, fired at a distance of 20 feet (MacDonald, 1989).

Another possible explanation accepts that the bow was a significant advance in
weapons technology and that it eventually necessitated the development of defen-
sive sites and, perhaps, individual armor. At this point, with its tactical advantage
largely undercut, the significance of bow and arrow tactics may have declined as
Late Phase warriors recaptured Middle Phase close combat skills and focused on
the infiltration of enemy fortifications. Not only does this notion remain consis-
tent with the proliferation of palisaded defensive sites between 900 and 1400 A.D.

(Moss and Erlandson, 1992:83), it might also explain the survival of side arms
into the historic period.

By focusing on the development of prehistoric tactics, rather than an incipient
class based society, we acknowledge the existence of Middle Period warfare and
the possibility that social nucleation began prior to the transformation of large vil-
lages into defensive sites. In this case, intensified warfare represents a symptom
of social change occurring in conjunction with rising social complexity. This is
consistent with Bryan Hayden’s scheme for developing Northwest Coast societ-
ies, whereby the controlled exploitation of abundant marine resources, coupled
with individual desires for power and prestige, provided the stimulus for social
change (Hayden, 1992b). In this case, warfare serves primarily as a tool for
emerging elites to manipulate and maintain societal conventions (Hayden, 1995).

Since the relevant issue in these opposing explanations is the effectiveness
of the bow and arrow technology, the remainder of this article will deal with test-
ing one aspect of these weapons. Specifically, a variety of archaeologically
represented projectile points will be tested to measure their potential for penetrat-
ing traditional armor. In this way greater insight will be shed upon the
effectiveness of bows and arrows. This data will help to determine the degree of
warfare related stress that was exerted upon transitional Middle to Late Period vil-
lages and the potential for the adoption of bows and arrows to alter traditional
tactics. A better understanding of these processes will allow us to speculate with
greater accuracy upon their power to affect social change and cultural develop-
ment during the Late Period.

WEAPONS TECHNOLOGY

Generally, there was a great deal of consistency in the repertoire of weapons
utilized by the various Northwest Coast peoples (see Figure 2). However, when
one focuses upon such specifics as material, design, and function the potential for
greater individuality becomes readily apparent. Interestingly, the differences com-
monly reflect inter-group, rather than intra-group, variations. As shown in Table
1, nine different local woods are recorded as having been used in the construction
of bows. Those made from yew and backed with sinew were the most common.
Henry Hodges (1989:122) explains why:
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Technically a softwood, being coniferous, the heartwood of yew is hard,
close-grained, and flexible, and little prone to warping when seasoned. It
was . . . par excellence the wood for making bows in both the Old and
New Worlds.”

Two common designs were found among models that varied in terms of length,
width, breadth, and the shape of the nock, grip, and sides. The first was the
less sophisticated “self bow.” Constructed from a single strip of wood, its power
rested entirely upon the elasticity of the material (Hamilton, 1982:2). James Teit
(1975a:239-241) comments that among the Thompson Indians such bows were
used to hunt birds and small game. However, the best bows were reinforced with
sinew backing and represent the second variety. He continues to describe the con-
struction of a sinew-backed bow:

When the bow is being made, a layer of deer-sinew is glued to its concave
side. When the glue has set, two men bend the bow over so that what was
originally the concave side becomes the back of the bow . . . When the bow-
string is released, this bow is perfectly flat. When mounted, it assumes the
form [of a shallow “u”]. The center, which for convenience in grasping is
made a little narrower than the rest, is wrapped with bird-cherry bark. The
string is made of the back-sinew of a deer (Teit, 1975a:239).
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Figure 2. NW Coast bows and arrows.
Source: Niblack, 1970:287; Teit, 1975a:240, 242.
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Potential additions to the bow might include: “wrapping loon-down on the ends
of the string to keep it from twanging”; covering the bow with snake skin or flat-
tened goose-quills; decorating the bow with yellow horse hide, embroidered
buckskin, or Red-headed Woodpecker scalps; or painting the inside with incised
lines filled with red paint (Teit, 1975a:239-241). Among the Lillooet, the inside
might also contain pictures of animals, men, or dream representations and red or
yellow ochre fixed with heated cactus (Teit, 1975b:224).

Unfortunately, there are few experimental reports testing the effectiveness of
either actual or reproduced Northwest Coast bows. One of the few accounts that
does exist, was conducted by Pope between 1918 and 1924. Using American
Indian bows borrowed from the University of California, the American Museum
of Natural History and the Jessup collections, he compared the draw, weight, and
cast found within a wide variety of North American designs. Representative bows
from the Northwest Coast were constructed by the Yurok, Hupa, and Yana peoples
of Northern California. Their dimensions and traits are presented in Table 2.

The arrows for these bows appear to have been mostly cedar in the North and
either rosewood or service berry to the South. In describing Thompson and
Shuswap arrows, Teit (1975a:241) gives the approximate length of 24 inches.
He states that the wood was soaked, straightened with the teeth and sometimes
polished. Among the Interior Salish, Chicken Hawk and Red Shafted Flicker
feathers were used to stabilize the flight of war arrow (Teit, 1975b:225). Attached
with a wrapping of glue or gum coated sinew (Teit, 1975c:519), three split feath-
ers would be applied spirally, while two whole feathers would be laid flat (Teit,
1975a:241). The Shuswap and Thompson often decorated their arrows with spi-
rals, representing lightning or shooting of the “Thunderbird” (Teit, 1975a:243;
1975c:521).

As illustrated in Table 3, the ethnographic literature revels that a wide variety of
both materials and styles were available to choose from during the manufacture of
historic projectile points. Unfortunately, there is little comment regarding the fre-
quency with which different types were utilized.

According to Teit, projectile points were “invariably” made by chipping glassy
basalt, with a number of differences between hunting and war arrows. First, while
the leaf shape was employed for hunting big game, notched triangular points with
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Table 1
Table 2. Efficiency Comparisons of Sinew Backed Bows

Culture Material Length
Dimension: Grip,

Mid-Limb, Below Nock Draw Weight Cast

Yurok
Hupa
Yana

Yew
Yew
Yew

54"
47"
55"

1.88 × 5; 2 × .38; 1 × .38’
1.5 × .5; 2.25 × .38; .88 × .44

1.63 × .63; 1.75 × .5; .56 × .38

28"
22"
28"

30 lb.
40 lb.
48 lb.

140 yd.
148 yd.
205 yd.

Source: Pope, 1962; as presented by Hamilton, 1982:135-139.



detachable fore shafts of bone and antler were used in war. Second, war arrows
were often barbed and poisoned with rattlesnake venom or bacteria from rotting
flesh. Finally, although hunting arrows were inserted at right angles to the bow
nock, war-arrows were inserted in parallel fashion, supposedly to allow easier
penetration between the enemy’s ribs.

Among both the Thompson and Shuswap, Teit comments that projectiles were
fashioned from large early points which could be “found in great numbers in the
valleys.” Although the Thompson believed that such finds were deposited by the
Raven, the Shuswap thought that they were the expended lightning bolts. Both
possessed spiritual significance and were considered to be more effective than
arrowheads constructed from other materials (Teit, 1975a:240-241; 1975c:519).

Teit (1975b:225) also indicates the presence of bone, antler, beaver tooth, cop-
per, and iron tipped arrows, but fails to mention particulars such as use or
occurrence. Unfortunately, this is also true of the ethnographic collections gath-
ered from the Northern tribes (Niblack, 1970:286-287). However, it is commonly
accepted that slate projectiles and bone points were used to arm harpoon shafts for
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Table 3. Historic Point Types of the NW Coast

Culture Chipped Stone
Ground
Stone Bone/ Antler Shell Copper Iron

Tlingit

Kwakiutl

Nootka

Shuswap

Thompson

Lillooet

Present

leaf, side
notched

glassy basalt,
side notched-war,
leaf-hunting,
15 × 33 mm

glassy basalt,
jasper, quartz,
obsidian,
green stone/
s. notched, leaf /
15 × 33 mm

slate small
triangle,
barbed

barbed (war)

present,
beaver
teeth also

barbed
9 × 90 mm
notch
10 × 27 mm

barbed
9 × 90 mm
notched
10 × 27 mm
beaver teeth
& deer
metapodial

small
triangle

winged

present

winged

triangle
15 × 33 mm

triangle
15 × 33 mm

triangle
15 × 33 mm



hunting sea mammals, while other bone barbs were used as leisters and fish hook
shanks (Cybulski, 1992:209-210, 215-222; Barnett, 1955:83-85; Suttles, 1987).
Although chipped stone types may have been used as arming-points, while those
of bone and ground slate could have been used on arrows (Barnett, 1955:101),
their presence appears to decline in correspondence to a gradual increase in both
marine remains and slate artifacts.

Four archaeological reports, encompassing sites distributed throughout the
British Columbia, were reviewed in detail (see Figure 1). The Greenville burial
site, investigated by Jerome Cybulski in 1982 and 1983, is located to the northeast
along the Nass River. Corresponding to the region occupied by the historic Niska
(interior Tsimshian), this site provided projectile samples dating to between 566
and 1290 A.D. (Cybulski, 1992). To the southeast, along the Fraser River between
Lillooet and Lyton, British Columbia, excavations between 1961 and 1965 recov-
ered artifacts spanning the past 7,000 years of occupation (Sanger, 1970). Sites in
this region coincide with the areas historically inhabited by the Thompson Indians
(interior Salish). On the eastern side of Vancouver Island, the Little Qualicum
River (LQR) and several Duke Point sites straddle Nanaimo, British Columbia.
Each of these sites fall into the Coast Salish region, were historic contact fre-
quently occurred between themselves and the Kwakiutl and the Nootka. LQR is
located 50 km to the north of Nanaimo and constitutes a wet site with extraordi-
nary preservation. Excavated by Kathryn Bernick in 1976, it presented material
dating from as early as 1000 A.D. (Bernick, 1983). Donald Mitchell salvaged sev-
eral Duke Point sites in 1978, situated just to the southeast of Nanaimo, and
recovered stratified material dating to 2760 B.C. (Murray, 1982).

As indicated by Table 4 and Figure 3, with the exception of copper and iron
specimens, the prehistoric materials and manufacturing techniques remain fairly
consistent with those reported during the historic period.

Interestingly, the bone points compose 70 percent of the combined assemblage
and represent the majority in all but the Lillooet collection, which is the one
site where chipped stone outnumbers bone by more than 2:1. One explanation
is that the site is the farthest inland, and the inhabitants consequently placed
a greater reliance upon terrestrial mammals. Circumstantial support for this
hypothesis is suggested by the fact that the coastal collections on Vancouver
Island are the only assemblages possessing a significant amount of ground slate.
However, it should be noted that Harlan Smith recovered two small ground slate
points from the Thompson River region between 1897 and 1899 (1975a:409).
The Greenville site presents another interesting distribution, where stone technol-
ogy seems to be limited to the uncommon combination of chipped slate rather
than balsite.

Table 5 and Figure 4 show that variability extended beyond material and
manufacturing types. The assemblages illustrate six bone, six chipped stone, and
two ground stone point types. The most common appear to have been the
elongated bi-point and spindle shaped bone tips and the triangular points of stone.
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Aside from function/form relationships described earlier, the only addition is that
the wedge-shaped bone tips are reminiscent of those historically used in
composite toggling harpoons (Bernick, 1983:246). As will be discussed later, the
dimensions of these specimens may also indicate whether they were hafted on an
arrow, dart, or spear. Hide and wood varieties of individual armor were used along
the Northwest Coast. These are depicted in Figure 5, while their distribution is
illustrated in Table 6.
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Table 4. Prehistoric NW Coast Point Types; Material and Manufacture

Site Chipped Ground Bone Reference

Greenville
(600-1300 AD)

Lillooet
(0-1800 AD)

Nanaimo
(600-1800 AD)

Nanaimo
(0-600 AD)

L.Q.R.
(1000-1800 AD)

19%—Slate
and Schist

68%

14%—Balsite

34%—Balsite

02%—Slate

2%—Slate

12%—Slate

1%—Slate

16%—Slate

81%

32%

85%

65%

82%

Cybulski, 1992:
210-220

Sanger, 1970:
36-56, 90-111

Murray, 1982:
229-284

Murray, 1982:
170-228

Bernick, 1983:
225-250

Figure 3. Prehistoric NW Coast point technology.
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Some groups used two or three layered tunics of moose or elk hide that reached
half way to the knee. While the Thompson model possessed elbow length sleeves,
those of the Lillooet and Shuswap did not (Teit, 1975a:265; 1975b:538;
1975c:539). Prior to use, the Thompson soaked their tunics in water, making them
“arrow-proof” (Teit, 1975a:265). Among the northern coastal groups, MacDonald
suggests that this form consisted of skins folded around the body and fastened
with toggles or thongs. Hide armor could also be reinforced by affixing stones to
the garment with fish glue (MacDonald, 1989:6-7). However, this style survives
only from dubious third-hand oral histories of Chief Nekt and his “palisaded
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Figure 5. NW Coast armor styles.
Source: Teit, 1975a,b,c.

Figure 4. Distribution of prehistoric NWC point types



fortress” at Kitwanga, which were recorded by Barbeau and Banyon in the 1920s
(Lowrey, 1994). Yet, Teit reports the presence of similar sand covered shields
among the Shuswap (1975c:538).

The second variety of armor was made from hardwood rods, slats, or boards.
The interior Salish sported vests of vertical wood pieces woven together with
hemp or bark strings (Teit, 1975a:265; 1975c:538). According to Teit, the rods
and slats were approximately a half to one inch in thickness, while the boards
(2 in front and 2 in back) varied from 1 to 1.5 inches (1974a:265). Among the
Tsimshian, in addition to sleeves, “the breast plate was in four parts, two parts
cover the thorax front and back and the other two, which are smaller, cover the
front and back of the lower neck” (MacDonald, 1989:6). In Tlingit examples of
this style of armor, the slats were wrapped with “hundreds of feet of two-ply
sinew cord” (as cited by Maschner, 1994).
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Table 6. Historic Armor Types of the NW Coast

Culture Hide Wood Source

Tlingit

Tsimshian

Bella Coola

Kwakiutl

Thompson

Shuswap

Lillooet

–folded sea lion or
elk hide

–pebbles may be
glued on side

–folded sea lion, elk
or moose hides

–pebbles may be
glued on side

elk hide

Double elk-hide
tunic, soaked in
water before use

Double elk-hide
tunic

Double elk-hide
tunic

slats or rods
wrapped with sine
and covered by
hide over shirt

slats or rods with
hide over shirt

slats of maple or
birch

four .5-1" boards
(2 each side) or
.5-1" slats, with an
elk-skin over shirt

rosewood rods

maple; board or
rods, with elk skin
over shirt

MacDonald, 1989:6-9
Maschner, 1994:20

MacDonald, 1989:6-7

McIlwraith, 1948:341-342

Boas, 1966:105

Elmandorf, 1974:44-45
Teit, 1975a:265-266

Teit, 1975c:538

Teit, 1975b:234



In addition to the wooden armor, warriors also wore hide over garments deco-
rated with “animal and geometric designs according to the dreams of the owner”
(Teit, 1975a:265) and visors that covered the individual’s head (MacDonald,
1989:7). Above these, 4" thick helmets were also worn. Carved to reflect either
human or animal identities, the helmets increased one’s ability to intimidate the
foe (MacDonald, 1989:8).

METHOD

In attempting to determine the lethality of bow and arrow tactics along the North-
west Coast, the first step was to reproduce the technological elements necessary to
recreate the interaction between various projectile types and armor coverings. In
regard to protection, this was achieved by constructing five one-foot square targets
that exhibited the material and manufacturing characteristics reflected by the differ-
ent armor styles. These were then mounted in upright frames of 1” × 2" pine, and
are shown in Figure 6 (NW Coast Armor Reproductions)

The target types included: (a) treble 1/8" thick layers of tanned cow hide; (b) a
1/8" thick layer of tanned cow hide, covered with a layer of river washed pebbles
approximately 13 mm in diameter and cemented in place with a liberal coating of
Franklin’s “Hide Glue”; (c) sixteen 1/2" × 12" hardwood rods, tied together in
parallel fashion with sisal at each end; (d) eight 1/2" × 1" × 12" birch slats, tied
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together in parallel fashion with sisal at each end; and (e) two 1" × 6" × 12" birch
boards tied together in parallel fashion with sisal at each end. The rods and
sisal were purchased from a local hardware store, and the leather came from
a Tandy outlet. The birch was acquired as a 1" × 6" × 6 board from a nearby lum-
beryard, and then processed using an Alltrade 10" bench saw and a Craftsman
table router.

The next step was to reproduce a number of projectiles to haft upon arrows.
This required identification of the arrowheads contained in the collection of
Northwest Coast points presented earlier. In doing so an attempt was made to
limit error by employing the experimental findings reported by Thomas (1978).
Having examined both archaeological and ethnological collections of North
American stone-tipped arrows and atlatal darts, he was able to provide statistical
means for discriminating between arrow and dart points among unknown archae-
ological collections.

The preferred method of identification involves the use of the following algo-
rithms; in which the highest value is considered to represent the more likely
function of an unknown projectile. Using this method to “re-identify” his test col-
lection, Thomas was able to obtain “an accuracy of about 86 percent” (Thomas,
1978:470-471).

However, my attempt to use this method failed to produce acceptable results.
After Thomas’ equation indicated that all of the Northwest Coast projectiles had
been arrow points, I recalculated his example in an effort to check my arithmetic.
Unfortunately, Thomas failed to demonstrate how he had worked the formula, and
I was unable to reproduce his answer. Our results are compared below:
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Dart: C = 0.188 length + 1.205 width + 0.392 thickness – 0.223 neck width – 17.552
Arrow: C = 0.108 length + 0.470 width + 0.864 thickness + 0.214 neck width – 7.922

Dart: C = (0.188 × 3.38) + (1.205 × 19.7) + (0.392 × 3.3) – (0.223 × 11.2) – 17.552
Dart: C = .635 + 23.738 + 1.29 – 2.497 – 17.552
Dart: C = 5.614 [Thomas’ answer = 12.1829]

Arrow: C = (0.108 × 3.38) + (0.470 × 19.7) + (0.864 × 3.3) + (0.214 x 11.2) – 7.922
Arrow: C = .365 + 9.259 + 2.85 + 2.397 – 7.922
Arrow: C = 6.949 [Thomas’ answer 10.7326]



A secondary method of identification can be extrapolated from the means
and standards of deviation for five variables that Thomas measured. Presented in
Table 7, these provide a stable range for comparison of chipped stone projectiles.

As illustrated by Table 7, width was found to be the most distinguishing attrib-
ute, while projectile length was found to be the least (Thomas, 1978:470). This is
indicative of the tendency for dart fore shafts to be larger in diameter than those of
arrows, and that foreshaft size determines the hafting potential of an arrow. How-
ever, it should be noted that any size of projectile can, and has, been employed
effectively on both darts and arrows (Browne, 1938; Fenenga, 1953:319).

Of the chipped and ground stone projectile samples reviewed in this study, only
the side notched triangular points from the Lillooet and Thompson River sites
fit the range presented by Thomas’ study. The leaf shaped, stemmed, and large tri-
angular variants all appear to have been mounted on spears, since atlatals were
ethnographically scarce along the Northwest Coast. The low frequency of stone
arrowheads may reflect both the tendency for bone points to adhere to the width
range for arrow mounting and the preference for clubs and stone tipped spears
as weapons of war.

A beam portion of deer antler, a calf tibia, and three pieces of 6" × 6" × 1/4"
slate were acquired as raw materials for reproduction of the Northwest Coast
point types. Beginning with an Ace Hardware bench grinder, finishing touches
were added with a variable speed Dremel grinding tool. Fourteen bone and twelve
slate points, encompassing the entire range of styles discussed above, were manu-
factured for testing. Two small triangular points were chipped from chert and
obsidian materials using direct percussion and pressure flaking techniques. Pro-
duction requirements included approximately one hour per projectile, although a
long slate spear point took four. The reproductions are shown in Figure 7 (NW
Coast Projectile Reproductions).

Using hide glue and synthetic sinew, the reproduction points were hafted in
seven wooden arrows purchased from a local sporting goods store. Although they
initially possessed modern tips, these were removed with a hacksaw and pliers.
In doing so the length of the shaft was decreased to 68.5 cm. This dimension
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Table 7. Dimension for NA Arrows and Darts

Attribute Arrow Mean Arrow SD Dart Mean Dart SD

Length
Weight
Thickness
Neck
Weight

31.1 mm
14.7 mm
4.0 mm

10.0 mm
2.07 mm

2.84 mm
1.33 mm
0.37 mm
0.91 mm
0.28 mm

46.2 mm
22.9 mm
4.9 mm

13.7 mm
4.38 mm

10.45 mm
4.77 mm
1.37 mm
2.53 mm
2.11 mm



remained in accordance with the mean for three Thompson River arrows collected
by Teit and subsequently analyzed by Thompson. The remaining points were not
intended for complete testing, but were designed to replace those damaged during
the procedure.

The final requirement for this project was to acquire a bow that would simulate
the force available in those used along the Northwest Coast. Originally, a 68"
hardwood longbow was chosen for this purpose. However, because it snapped
while being restrung, a 61" bamboo bow and sinew string was used. Of single
strip design, its extended draw was measured with a Hanson dairy (spring) scale
to approximately 50 lbs. at 28". Possessing a bow length to draw ratio of 2.18:1 in
this state, it is close to Hamilton’s relative ideal of 2:1 (1982) and it fell within
the parameters highlighted by Pope’s earlier study (1962).

The spring scale was then used to calibrate the flexed draw of the bow to 30,
40, and 50 pounds of pull, recorded at 19.5", 23.5", and 27" respectively. This
is reflective of the Northern California bows tested by Pope. Following this:
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Figure 7. Reproduced NW Coast points.



Target A was fastened to one end of a 60" table; the bow was fastened to a stand in
the center of the table; and an arrow hafted with point 4 was drawn back to a hold-
ing stand, located at the far end of the table in accordance with the distance
required to attain 50 lbs. of pull. The arrow was then released, firing the projectile
into the hide target at point blank range. This process is illustrated in Figure 8
(Firing Mechanism).

Following the procedures outlined above, sixty-one individual tests were con-
ducted. These involved twenty-three of the reproduced points and represented
archaeologically and ethnologically known Northwest Coast styles. Those types
that succeeded in penetrating one or more forms of armor when released with 50
pounds of pull at point blank range (76 cm), were retested at decreasing intensities
until failure was attained. Points and targets broken during testing were repaired
or replaced as available. Although re-hafting resulted in shortened arrow lengths,
it is believed that the changes were negligible. Table 8 shows the results obtained
during the procedure described above.

DISCUSSION

The bone points possessed the greatest penetration capacity and were able to
breach hide, rod, and slat armor. This was especially true of the elongated spindle
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Figure 8. Firing mechanism.



variety, which succeeded in passing through the hide and rod coverings with mini-
mum energy expenditure at 30 pounds of pull. The slate points ranked next in
efficiency, passing through hide and rod armor at the intermediate pull range of 40
pounds. In this case the smaller side notched and stemmed triangular points were
more effective than the larger types. Finally, the least successful points, in terms
of penetration, were the chipped projectiles of chert and obsidian. The chert pro-
jectile required a maximum pull at 50 pounds to penetrate the hide target, while
the obsidian point failed outright. Although the full range of tests was not con-
ducted with the small copper and iron points, those completed suggest a level of
efficiency equal to the bone wedge and the smaller slate projectiles.

In terms of breaching the various forms of armor, there appeared to be two
modes of attainment that fluctuated between points and armor variants. On one
hand, because of their sharp-edge or keen tip, the bone and slate points actually
penetrated the targets. On the other hand, because of their more blunted tips, the
chipped stone and occasionally the large slate triangles smashed through the
obstacles. The different tendencies were aptly demonstrated by the wooden
armor. Where the bone and slate points succeeded in splitting the individual
pieces, the others simply broke through. This was also true of a blunt arrow that
had inadvertently lost its point. Although not tested, it is probable that leather pad-
ding attached to the inside and/or outside of the wood armor would have increased
its effectiveness.

Another interesting finding involved the longevity of the individual points dur-
ing testing, while the variability of breakage was influenced by such factors as
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Table 8. Penetration and Protec0ion Capacity of Projectile Points and Armor

Material Type Hide Stone Rods Slat Board

Bone
Bone
Chert
Obsidian
Slate
Slate
Slate
Iron
Copper
Iron
Slate
Chert

Spindle
Triangular
Triangular
Triangular
Large Triangular
Medium Triangular
Small Triangular
Small Triangular
Small Triangular
Small Triangle Spear
Large Triangle Spear
Large Triangle Spear

30 lb
50 lb
50 lb
No

40 lb
40 lb
30 lb

*30 lb
*30 lb
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No

30 lb
30 lb
40 lb
40 lb
50 lb
30

40 lb
50 lb

*50 lb
Yes
Yes
—

50 lb
50 lb
*No
No

*No
No

*No
*No
No
Yes
No
—

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Note: Numerical values reflect the minimum pull required for particular projectile types to
penetrate certain forms of armor. Entries entitled “No” indicate that the test projectile was
unable to breech the respective armor variant, while “Yes” indicates penetration. Results
marked with an asterisk (*) were inferred from similar tests.



hafting methods, velocity, angle of attack, and small sample size, inferences can
still be made from the number of tests survived by different point types. In this
experiment, the chipped stone possessed a longevity more than three times greater
than the bone and more than two times greater than the slate projectiles.

Although not recorded in a systematic fashion, it appeared that incidence of
breakage increased with arrow velocity and target density, with structural failure
centering on locations of decreased support: i.e., stems and tips. Interestingly, the
only point to be damaged on the hide was a 10 cm long slate spear, which snapped
at its base when thrust into the target. Additionally, several spindle points were
inadvertently snapped during attempts to extract them from pierced wooden tar-
gets. The slate types tended to collapse on impact. Finally, the copper and iron
points survived limited testing, but were lost to ricochet and unrecoverable
embedding, respectively.

In terms of protection, the stone covered hide and birch board armor proved to
be the most effective. Only the iron spear penetrated the stone covering, achieved
by an accidental glancing blow that went between two rocks. Following these, in
descending order of efficiency, were the slat, rod, and hide targets. However, this
is potentially misleading when considering the depth of penetration. Splitting or
severing of the slat and rod armor allowed most, if not all, of the arrow to pass
through the target. In contrast, penetration of the hide armor ceased at either the
beginning of the fore shaft on small points or midpoint on the larger ones. Conse-
quently, it may be inferred that the tight “seal” of the repetitive hide layers might
limit mortal wounding of the warrior to the spindle or awl shaped bone points
(longer slate projectiles may be included at higher velocities). This might explain
the rational for applying poison to arrow points.

Another factor that would have been important during the selection of armor
types is maneuverability, as determined by flexibility and weight. In terms of flex-
ibility, the reproductions clearly demonstrated that rigidness varied in direct
proportion to the number of movable components; i.e., eighty rods as compared to
four boards. In relation to the weight, hide and rod armor were comparable, with a
figurative 40" × 19" vest weighing approximately 8 pounds. Following this were
slat and board armor, at about 10.5 and 16.5 pounds respectively. Finally, it was
estimated that a stone covered hide vest would have weighed approximately 25
pounds. Although there are few indicators from which to infer how those different
materials and designs would have affected movement upon the battlefield, it is
instructive to note that today controversy surrounds the effectiveness of the mod-
ern Kevlar flak jacket. Weighing only 10 pounds and extremely flexible,
opponents argue that the vest places the wearer in greater danger by slowing
actions and limiting maneuverability. In this sense, the usefulness of the heavy
stone and board armor seems questionable. The choice between hide and slat
armor would seem to be one more in line with personal and/or cultural preference.
Rod armor, unless much more effective when made from a different type of wood,
appears to have been be a poor choice. What role these functional characteristics
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played in the development of hide and wood shields is open to speculation. Simi-
larly, we do not know the contribution of ritual costuming to the selection of
personal armor styles along the Northwest Coast (Codere, 1950).

CONCLUSION

Against a backdrop of abundant resources and frequent warfare, Maritime
hunters and gatherers of the Northwest Coast succeeded in developing complex
societies. Some researchers suspect that a sudden increase in the lethality of con-
flict, resulting from the adoption of bow and arrow technology during the
transition from Middle to Late Phases, provided the stimulus necessary for people
to nucleate around defensive settlements. As a consequence, emerging elites were
provided with an opportunity to initiate social stratification. Such views tend
to downplay incidents of warfare in Middle Phase villages, a proto-historic prefer-
ence for weapons other than bows, and the ability to inhibit arrow wounds
through the use of armor.

Political economic approaches acknowledge the presence of warfare, but view
its influence as ranging from a nominal social constant to a corollary effect of ris-
ing complexity. In this scenario, the primary impetus for increasing social
development is given to status seekers who attempt to regulate the exploitation of
storable resources. These approaches down play both the existence of opportunis-
tic leaders in band level organizations and stabilization of marine resources 1500
years prior to the Late Phase transformation of Northwest Coast society.

At the initiation of this study the author was predisposed toward accepting the
political economic view. As a result, experimentation was undertaken to falsify the
warfare hypothesis by demonstrating the ineffectiveness of bow and arrow technol-
ogy during combat; relative to theories citing its primacy as a social influence. First,
archaeological and ethnographic records were used to identify common forms of
bows, arrows, projectile points, and armor. Second, a wide range of bow related
weaponry was reproduced and used to test the functional interrelationship between
various forms of armor and different types of projectile points.

The results indicated that: 1) while board and stone covered hide armor pre-
vented puncture, weight limitations and inflexibility would have prohibited
maneuverability; 2) wood slat and rod armor offered a compromise between pro-
tection and maneuverability, but were susceptible to narrow blades at higher
velocities; 3) hide armor provided the least protection from puncture, although it
limited the depth of penetration and was extremely flexible; 4) spindle shaped
bone points, representing 70 percent of the reviewed archaeological assemblages,
were both the most effective and least durable type of projectile; 5) elongated
slate points were marginally less effective those made of bone, but were more dur-
able when used against wooden armor; 6) chipped stone points were extremely
durable, but possessed significantly less penetration capability than the other pro-
jectile samples.
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Not only did the results of these tests fail to substantiate the hypothesis that his-
toric armor forms would prevent penetration by prehistoric arrow points, they
indicate that bow and arrow technology was capable of inflecting lethal injury;
even against warriors protected by wooden slats and rods. The prevalence of
highly effective, yet relatively fragile, bone arrow points along side an adjacent
subsistence assemblage dominated by ground slate artifacts, provides circumstan-
tial evidence for a prehistoric concern with warfare weaponry.

The ability to launch deadly bone projectiles from a distance, especially when
considered in conjunction with ethnographic accounts describing a tactical prefer-
ence for attacking unarmed foraging parties (Lowrey, 1994), suggests a general
increase in the insecurity reflected among developing Northwest Coast cultures.
In this sense, while Middle Phase close combat necessitated a sort of martial egal-
itarianism between two antagonists, Late Phase archers could engage
unsuspecting rivals while limiting their own risk. Thus, in terms of both technical
and tactical advancement, the effectiveness of bow and arrow technology pro-
vides additional support to theories attributing warfare with the power to
influence social development along the Northwest Coast of North America.
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